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BigDATA Center is a place to monitor and collect information from 
CCTV systems and sensors in the city for operation, security, control, 
noti�cation, Anchorage, weather... It will then be handled through 
the supercomputer system to ensure that all joint operations are in 
port. In order to save time, save e�orts, save money and best security.

We create the virtual reality as-
sistant VR character – a Special 
tour guide. Through which the 
guides will be integrated with 
arti�cial intelligence to ac-
company you in all activities 
on this island: directions, pro-
vide information,…

Besides, the intelligent robots that 
are managed by the Bigdata system have the task to sub-
stitute for humans in di�cult, dangerous tasks, giving 
warnings and navigation when there is a risk of prob-
lems occurring.

High-de�nition CCTV sys-
tems can pick out faces up 
to 10 meters away. Faces 
are scanned and the points 
are ' mapped ' out into a 
series of algorithms. There-
by, the cloud system com-
pares to verify identity to 
search for and ensure se-
curity on the island.

In here the feeling and 
mindset of visitors are im-
mersed and immerse 
yourself in the artwork 
through the physical and 
digital technologies.

The container terminal plays an important role in the economic development and logistics sector of Yumeshima Island. 
The port is operated automatically with the penetration of the IoT and the support of arti�cial intelligence.

For trips with a long itin-
erary, we propose to use 
the Hyperloop. After cus-
tomers book through the 
app, data will be sent to 
the server via cloud com-
puting and select the 
Hyper Pod appropriate. It 
will be gathered and 
transported on a Hyper-
loop route.

Vehicle type works similarly 
to Hyperloop, however, it cir-
culates in the local roads. 
Also, it use solar energy and 
equipped with sensors to 
keep the safety with the sur-
rounding obstacles.

If you want a lightweight, 
highly portable form of 
movement that is conve-
nient to operate in 
crowded areas, this is the 
means for you.

Tourists are experienced with multi-modal transporta-
tion systems that integrate automated technologies 
through the precise sensing of the route, a safe distance 
between vehicles and avoiding collisions with obstacles, 
using "green" material sources thereby moving quickly 
and safely and protecting the environment.

Wave Alpha team suggests design with the topic 
“Yumeshima – A destination of the industrial revolu-
tion 5.0”. In this project, our designs focus on the 
World Expo and Container Terminal. Information tech-
nology will be an important element in the city design 
to connect humans with modernization facilities.

BIG DATA

With cloud computing technology, we combine virtu-
al reality and physical construction to create an island 
of 5.0. Visitors can experience the high-tech and com-
panion with the "Special tour Guides" inspired by 
famous characters from the Japanese Manga and 
Anime series. 

     Sustainability
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     Technology
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The use of devices such as automatic stacking crane, au-
tomatic truck handling and horizontal transporta-
tion,… are remotely controlled to manage the tasks of 
unloading from ships, transporting goods by container, 
managing yard,... take place easily.

1.  Robots collect information via CCTV system
2.  Big Data Central control base on Cloud databases
3.  Location and itinerary details are monitored by GPS and veri�cation by Face ID   
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A DESTINATION OF THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION 5.0

Our designs focus on bringing the mixed reality entertainment experiences Everything is not limited to the 
experience of the imaginary world that �oods the real world. Visual arts and entertainment-related facilities 
are characterized by Japanese culture.

By the Anima-
tion function of 
Shade 3D, we 
simulate the 
operation and 
interaction in 
the space of an-
imation model 
to create the 
most realistic 
motion.

DesignBuilder is used to analyze and simulate the heating and cool-
ing system and lighting to save energy. In addition, maximizing the 
use of natural light and green energy will help you achieve your goal 
to decrease carbon emissions. With this usage, we can create a more 
sustainable environment.
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